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Abstract 
In IoT communications we have networks comprising of nodes which are 

capable of sensing a parameter, processing it and transmitting it. Primarily, 

the networks are employed in environmental sensing and monitoring. As 

these networks are data centric, the cryptographic parameters like 

authentication, confidentiality, integrity and availability are strongly needed. 

The nodes in such networks are resource constrained in terms of memory, 

bandwidth and power. Due to this limitation traditional Asymmetric Public 

Key cryptographic algorithms are not well suited for such networks.  
In this paper, the suitability and usage of ECC in these networks has been 

discussed. Using TinyOS as platform and Tiny ECC, this paper presents how 

ECC provides a better Asymmetric alternative compared to other PKI’s in 

these networks. The paper also presents a light weight node authentication 

protocol i.e. an Identity Authentication Protocol using ECC. This protocol 

has been simulated in TinyOS using Tossim and Simulator.  

 

Keywords: IoT,WSN (Wireless Sensor Networks); TinyOs; Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography; TinyECC; IdentityAuthentication Protocol. 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Architectures that are based on Internet of Things 

comprise systems and devises that are linked 

transversely to networks that are heterogeneous in 

nature and employ various proprietary protocols and 

basic standards. Networks like these provide 

services that are powerful but even expose the 

systems to various threats like message falsification 

or eavesdropping the messages. Therefore for 

protection against such risks the Internet of Things 

devices or systems need to have proper 

communication security capacities. Therefore if we 

talk about the different layers of communication 

protocols, they too need to be defended against 

various security attacks and threats and similarly a 

breach in the Data Link Layer may end up 
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disrupting the whole communication and 

compromise in terms of security.  

Information security in these networks is widely 

unwrapped and fresh subject. The core issues that need 

to be solved are confidential issues, identity 

authenticating issues, text integrities along with 

unmarking issues too.  The security coding in such a 

network is achieved by physical layers, while as the 

process for encrypting of data frames along with the 

route information is handled by the data and network 

layers. Furthermost the key managements and message 

exchanging is considered by the application layers.    

The main broad tools for solving the problems related to 

security of information are dealt by Public-key 

cryptosystems and the extensively used cryptosystems 

are ECC, DSA and RSA. Public key cryptography or 

Asymmetric cryptography is the most acknowledged and 

accepted way to solve the problem of information 

security in networks. The RSA algorithm is one of the 

most adapted Asymmetric techniques. However, the 

usage of RSA in these networks is not appropriate 

because of accepted memory, computing and bandwidth 

constraints. For using RSA for practical purposes, the 

recommended key size must be more than 1024 bits. 

This is due to the fact that there exist sub-exponential 

algorithms which can break and attack RSA. Due to this 

limitation other Asymmetric cryptosystems needs to be 

evaluated for feasibility in low power devices. The main 

motivation of this work lies in exploring ECC 

Asymmetric cryptosystems for their usage in such 

networks. If the security qualities per bit key amongst 

the present public key cryptosystems are taken in 

account then accordingly ECC is the one.  

The characteristics owed by these cryptosystems 

constitute small keys, saving bandwidths, faster 

implementations, less power consumptions, less 

requirement for hardware’s, small public keys and small 

system parameters.  Primary objective is to develop a 

lightweight node identity authentication protocol based 

on ECC for effective key sharing in resource constraint 

in these networks  

 

2. Literature Survey 

In recent years it has been a major challenge for the 

researchers in the field of WSN for reduction of 

computational complexities, along with minimizing 

memory usage of memories for the traditional 

asymmetric cryptographic algorithms like El-Gamal, 

RSA, DSA and ECC. Among all these algorithms ECC is 

considered to be most suitable for wireless environments 

because its memory and resource consumption is least as 

compared to all others.  

2.1 RSA Algorithm  

This is one among many algorithms utilized by recent 

computer systems for the process of encryption and 

decryption of texts and falls in the category of algorithms 

that are asymmetric in nature. This indicates that two 

different keys are used which is also termed as public 

key cryptography as one of the two keys can be shared 

by all while as the other key must be reserved as private. 

This holds its sources from the actuality that the integer 

factor finding is difficult. This algorithm was named 

afterRon Rivest,Adi Shamirand Leonard Adleman and in 

the year 1978 it was described publicly for the first time. 

When RSA is used at first any client has to generate and 

further announce the multiplied result of two big prime 

numbers plus a supplementary value which acts as the 

public key. Any information regarding the prime factors 

must be kept undisclosed. For the encryption process the 

public key can be used by all and when the public key is 

sufficiently big, the decoding of the texts can only be 

done when the prime factors are known. 

Algorithm  

Choose two random prime numbers  

1. P = 61 and Q = 53    

2. Compute n = PQ  

3. n = 61 * 53 = 3233  

4. ComputeØ(n) = (p-1)(q-1)   

5. Ø(n)  = (61-1)(53-1) = 3120  

6. Choose e > 1 co prime to 3120    

7. e = 17  

8. Choose  d to satisfy de = 1 (mod Ø (n))   

9. d = 2753  

10. 17 * 2753 = 46801 = 1 + 15 * 3120 

 

Public key is (n = 3233, e + 17).   

For a padded message m the 

encryption function is: C = m
e 

mod n 

m
17 

mod 3233 Private Key is:  

 (n = 3233, d = 

2753).  Decryption 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Rivest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Rivest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Rivest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Rivest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Rivest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Rivest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adi_Shamir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adi_Shamir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adi_Shamir
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function is: m = c
d  

modn = c
2753 

mod 

3233   

For example, to encrypt m = 123, we 

calculate c = 123
17

mod 3233 = 855  

To decrypt c = 855, we calculate m = 

855
2753

mod 3233 = 123. [3]  

.  

2.2 Elliptical Curve Cryptography  

 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was discovered in 

1985 by Victor Miller (IBM) and Neil Koblitz 

(University of Washington) as an alternative mechanism 

for implementing public-key cryptography. In 

convoluted information systems it’s the public key 

algorithms that are utilized for creating mechanisms that 

are further put to use for allocating keys amid huge 

number of entities or participants. Compared to rest of 

popularly used algorithms for example RSA, ECC 

becomes hard to defy at corresponding key lengths since 

it is sourced on  

discrete logarithms. [4]  

 

2.2.1 ELLIPTIC CURVE GROUPS OVER REAL 

NUMBERS       

 

If a set of points say x, y are said to fulfil an elliptical 

curved equation of the type: y2 = x3 + ax + b, in which x, 

y, a &b are real numbers, it is called as elliptical curve 

over real numbers.  

 

The numbers a & b at every choice give a dissimilar 

elliptical curve, say an equation y2 = x3 - 4x + 0.67 is 

obtained when a = -4 and b = 0.67 accordingly. The 

graphical representation of the curve is given in figure 1.  

The elliptical curve y2 = x3 + ax + b can be utilized for 

framing a group only when x3 + ax + b include none 

recapped factors or else comparably if 4a3 + 27b2 is not 

equal to 0.  

 

An individual point O that is termed as the infinity point 

along with other points that are present on corresponding 

elliptical curves are included in an elliptical curve group 

over real numbers.  

 

 
             Figure 1: Elliptical Curve  

 

2.2.2 ELLIPTICAL CURVE GROUPS OVER FP  

 

If we consider cryptography an important characteristic 

constitutes of the groups having finite number of points.   

Because of the round of errors the calculation over real 

numbers is time consuming along with inaccuracy while 

as crypto graphical application demands quick and 

accurate arithmetic’s; therefore elliptical curve group 

over  finite field of F and F2m are made use of.   

The numbers from 0 to p – 1 are utilized by the fields Fp 

while as the computation finishes by receiving the 

remainder on division by p. Taking an example; in F24, 

field constitutes the integers ranging from 0 to 23 and 

whichever operations contained in this field will always 

result in integers as well between 0 and 23.   

Elliptical curves through primary fields of Fp are 

developed only if the variables i.e. a, b are chosen inside 

the fields of Fp. The elliptical curves constitute the whole 

points (x,y) that fulfil the elliptical curve equations 

modulo p (in which x & y are numbers in Fp). Taking an 

example; y2 mod p = x3 + ax + b mod p has a primary 

field of Fp if a & b are in Fp.   

 

The elliptical curve y2 = x3 + ax + b can be utilized for 

framing a group only when x3 + ax + b include none 

recapped factors or else comparably if 4a3 + 27b2 is not 

equal to 0 An individual point O that is termed as the 

infinity point along with other points that are present on 
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corresponding elliptical curves are included in an 

elliptical curve group over real numbers. On such 

elliptical curves many finite points are present.   

Taking an example; considering an elliptical curve on 

top of the field F23. Together with a = 1 and b = 0, the 

elliptical curve equation will be y2 = x3 + x. The points 

(9,5) satisfy the equation given that:   

 

y2 mod p = x3 + x mod p   

 

25 mod 23 = 729 + 9 mod 23   

 

25 mod 23 = 738 mod 23   

 

2 = 2  

The 23 points satisfying the equation will be:   

 

(21,17)  (21,6)  (20,19)  (20,4)  (19,22)  (19,1)    

 

 (18,13)  (18,10)  (17,13)  (17,10)  (16,15)  (16,8)  

 

  (15,20)  (15,3)  (13,18)  (13,5)  (11,13)  (11,10)    

 

   (9,18)  (9,5)  (1,18)  (1,5)  (0,0)  

 

 The graphical representation of the points will be as:   

 
Figure 2: Elliptical Curve Graph  

 

It should be noted that two points exist for every values 

of x. The graphs look random but its still symmetric for 

y = 11.5. And we know that in case of elliptical curves 

over real numbers a negative point exists for every point 

that reflects on x-axis. For field F23, modulo 23 is taken 

for components that tend to be negative in y-values that 

result in positive numbers as differences from 23. In this 

-P = (xP,(yP Mod 23)) [4]  

 

2.2.3 SCALAR MULTIPLICATIONS  

 

Since an elliptical curve group is usually defined in 

terms of additive notations but some relevance can also 

be given if the multiplicative notations are used too. In 

particular the operations for scalar multiplications under 

additive notations are considered i.e. calculating kP 

which means the addition of k copies of point P. Now if 

the multiplicative notation is used which means again 

multiplying together the k copies of point P resulting in 

the point P*P*P*P&.*P = Pk [4]  

 

2.2.4 THE ELLIPTICAL CURVE DISCRETE  

LOGARITHM PROBLEMS  

 

The discrete logarithmic problems in multiplicative set 

Zp* can be stated as; element r & q of the set, and prime 

number p, a number k needs to be found so that r=qk 

mod p. The discrete logarithmic problems in the case 

when the elliptical curve groups are defined by making 

use of multiplicative notations ; given The point P & Q 

given in groups, finding a number as in Pk = Q; k will 

be known as discrete logarithmic of Q to base P. Further 

describing elliptical curve groups by making use of 

additive notations, elliptical curve discrete logarithmic 

problems are; P & Q as given point in groups, number k 

needs to be found so that Pk = Q   

 

2.2.5 Comparison between RSA and ECC  

ECC tends to be an advancing plus afresh area for 

working because it tends to be a cost effective approach 

for performing encryptions for different entities along 

with securing data, information, image transmissions 

through internet. Elliptical curve is said to offer better 

securities using small key size that makes it very 

constructive in several applications. Due to small size of 

keys execution time becomes fast for different processes 

which in turn becomes a positive achievement for 

systems where in real time performances are important 

factors. Elliptical curves can also be implemented over 

Palm OS devices.  

[5][6] 

 

The underneath data in the table states the comparisons 

between ECC and RSA considering number of bits, key 

generations, security level and performances:  
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Figure 3: RSA vs ECC in bits  

 

 
Figure 4 : RSA vs ECC in Key Generation 

 

 
Figure 5: RSA vs ECC in Security Levels  

 

 
 

Figure 6: RSA vs ECC in Performance 

3. PROPOSITION  

We  have  proposed  a  light  weight  Identity  

Authentication Protocol based on ECC. The usage of 

ECC in IoT networks has been demonstrated by 

implementing this light weight identity authentication 

protocol. The protocol has been developed on TinyOS 

embedded operating system using NesC Language and 

simulated on Tossim. Memory requirements of the 

protocol have also been calculated.  

3.1 Proposed Identity Authentication Protocol  
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                       Figure 7 Identity Authentication Protocol  

Let’s make an assumption that Alice has to set up a key 

that needs to be shared along with Bob; however the lone 

route accessible by them might be spied upon by some 

intruder. Thus the algorithm that has been worked out 

carries out succession of steps for the establishment of a 

sharing key amongst two participants and along with 

including mechanisms for authentication.  

 

3.1.1 Initialize  

Prior to running the protocols the system needs to be 

properly initialized. A private key along with a public 

key is needed to be allotted for each node. The public 

key is always taken as a point on the elliptical curve 

while as the private one is any among random numbers. 

Assuming, Alice chooses some random number X as its 

private key, therefore the public key will be X.G, in 

which G tends to be a generator point on Elliptical 

Curve. Similarly, Bob too chooses a random number as 

Y as that tends to be its private key. Therefore the public 

key will be Y.G. Also each node has the knowledge 

against the other nodes public keys.  

 

3.1.2 Algorithm  

Assuming Alice and Bob have the need for 

authenticating themselves prior to any communication 

taking place.    

Alice has generated private key X at random and public 

key X.G.   

Bob has generated the private key Y at random and thus 

public key as Y.G.  

This protocol will be separated in these steps 

accordingly:  

Step 1: Alice will split its private key X into integers x1 

and x2 using AND masking. 

Step 2: Alice will compute x1.G and send it to Bob who 

receives P = x1.G. 

Step 3: Bob will split its private key Y into integer’s y1 

and y2 using AND masking. 

Step 4: Bob will compute y1.G and send it to Alice who 

receives A = y1.G. 

Step 5: Alice computes x2.G and sends it to Bob who 

receives Q = x2.G. 

Step 6: Bob will compute y2.G and send it to Alice who 

receives B = y2.G. 

Step 7: Alice calculates A+B. If (A+B) = Y.G (i.e. public 

key of Bob), authentication is successful. 

Step 8: Bob calculates P+Q. If (P+Q) = X.G (i.e. public 

key of Alice), authentication is successful. 

All this comprises the dual authentication of the 

identities. 

The algorithm can also work for one way authentication.  
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3.2 Platform  

The platform used for implementing this protocol:  

3.2.1 TinyOS 

This is without plus open software components based 

operating system also targeting platforms wireless sensor 

network(WSN). This particular OS tends to form 

embedding operating systems that is recorded in nesC 

programmed languages forming cooperation tasks and 

processes.   

Implementation: NesC that itself is a dialect of C 

language that has been updated against the memory 

limitations in the case of sensor networks, TinyOS 

applications are written in this language only. Java along 

with shell script front-ends forms its main auxiliary 

tools.  

The programs in TinyOS represent various hardware 

abstractions along with its building blocks as the 

software components. The shared abstractions like 

routing, actuations, storages, communications and 

sensing components and interfaces are provided by 

TinyOS as well.  

.  

TinyOS is totally non blocking with just a single stack so 

as a result every single input output operation lasting 

more than several hundred micro seconds tend to be  

asynchronous along with call backs. TinyOS makes use 

of  nesC attributes for the linking of calling events plus 

callbacks for the purpose of enabling native compilers 

for improved optimizations through calling boundary. 

The non block feature makes it possible for TinyOS for 

upholding higher concurrency with single stack along 

with holding the programmers for wring complicated 

logics by compiling altogether tiny event handlers. It 

provides tasks same as deferring procedure calls or even 

the interrupting handler bottom half for supporting large 

computation. In TinyOS components can be posting 

tasks that can further be scheduled for running 

afterwards. Here the tasks function in FIFO orders and 

being nonpreemptive in nature.   

The code in TinyOS is statically connected with 

programming codes plus further compiled to tiny binary 

numbers by making use of customized toolchains. 

Related utility is given for the completion of 

development platforms to work along TinyOS. [7]    

 

3.2.2 NesC Language  

This  language  NesC  stands  for  

Network Embedded Systems C that is  pronounced as 

"NES-see". This forms a component-based and event 

driven programming language for the use of building 

various applications meant forTinyOSplatforms.   

3.2.3 Tossim 

All the TinyOS applications are simulated by TOSSIM. 

Its working is based on the replacement of components 

along simulated implementation. The components are 

replaced at a very flexible level like if we consider 

simulation implementations of millisecond timer which 

substitutes HilTimerMilliC and we have implementations 

also for atmega128 platform which substitutes the HPL 

component of hardware clock. The first one is 

generalised therefore can also be put to use by any 

platforms but lack fidelity for the capture of a definite 

chip performance compared to the second one that does 

it. Likewise packet level communicating components can 

also be replaced for packet level simulations and also 

replacing low level radio chip components to a much 

accurate simulations of code executions by TOSSIM.  

TOSSIM forms a distinct event simulator and while 

running it extracts event from event queues that are 

sorted by time and further gives them for execution. The 

simulated events can either be representing hardware 

interrupts or higher levelled system events like packet 

receptions that totally depends on the level of 

simulations.   

3.2.4 TinyECC 

TinyECC forms a software packet that provides ECC 

based PKC operation that will be flexible to configure or 

even integrate to sensor networking application. It also 

presents key exchanging protocols like ECDH, digital 

signature schemes like ECDSA, plus public key 

encrypting schemes like ECIES too. It also makes use of 

various optimizing switching techniques that can further 

turn particular optimizations on or off in relevance to the 

needs of a developer. [10] 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS   

4.1 Simulation and Results  

The Tossim Simulator has ben used for carrying out 

simulation. The outputs of various calculation and 

transmissions in the protocol have been captured using 

DBG flags. TOSSIM helps to give the configurations for 

identification and rectification of outputs during run 

time. Most of TinyOS basics contain coding for 

rectifying records. Every record that gets amended will 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open_source_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operating_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_sensor_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_sensor_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_sensor_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_sensor_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_sensor_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NesC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shell_script
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsecond
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preemption_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Component-oriented_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Component-oriented_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Component-oriented_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Component-oriented_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Event-driven_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Event-driven_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Event-driven_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Event-driven_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TinyOS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TinyOS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TinyOS
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be accompanied either by a single or many modal flags. 

When simulator starts, it first comprehends the DBG 

domain variables for determining which mode needs to 

be enable. In our simulations DBG variable has been set 

to USR1.   

 

4.1 Proposed Identity Authentication 

Protocol   

 

The Screenshot of TinyViz is shown below in  

Figure 9 .The screenshot depicts 2 motes as Alice (Mote 

0) and Bob (Mote 1).  

 

           Figure 8 :Alice (Mote 0) and Bob(Mote 1) in  
TinyViz 

The below depicted Figure 9 shows that the motes are 

executing process of the transferring packets, where 

Alice has sent 1 packet as shown in Debug Messages 

column in the centre right of the Tinyviz window.  

 

 
Figure 11: Alice authenticated Bob 

Figure 9: Transmission of packets 
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The Complete Simulation output of the protocol The Figure 10 shows that the Bob has authenticated taken through 

command shell is: Alice and thus the Led’s have turned on. Here, we can say the protocol has reached the One way identity 

authentication for mote 0 i.e. Alice.  
                                                                                                                       Figure 10 cygwin shell output "b"(continued) 

 

             Figure 11 cygwin shell output "c"(continued)  

 

                          Figure 12 cygwin shell output "d"  

The Complete Simulation output of the protocol taken 

through redirection of above command shell is shown 

below:  

SIM: Random seed is 155587  

 

 Figure  8  Bob authenticated Alice  

In figure 11, transmission of packets is over and thus  

both of  the motes have turned on led’s and the direct  
communication line in pink is displayed. This  

signifies the protocol has worked for identification of  

both motes. The mote 0 i.e. Alice has authenticated  

Bob and mote 1 i.e. Bob has authenticated Alice .  

 

Figure  9  cygwin shell output "a"(continued)  
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0:  The Private key of Alice (X) is as follows  

 da 52 cd de 28 d5 c5 2a 8b 5c 18 b9 28 3f 1a 68 b7 2d 1 

7b 00:    

The public key of Alice is  

0:  The x part follows  

0:  The X value is as follows  

 91 91 37 16 dc a2 cb dd 47 eb 1f 39 63 95 44 be e5  

73 28 ce 0 0:  The Y value is as 

follows  

 f6 40 b4 c2 e5 66 ad 2f 27 15 c8 d1 4a a8 b4 27 a4 67 fd 

c5 0  

0: The X1 is  

da 52 cd de 28 d5 c5 2a 8b 5c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0: The X2 is  

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 b9 28 3f 1a 68 b7 2d 1 7b 0  

0: Check X1+X2 is  

 da 52 cd de 28 d5 c5 2a 8b 5c 18 b9 28 3f 1a 68 b7 2d 

1 7b 0  

0:  The x1.G is as follows  

 

0:  The X value is  as follows  

1f 2 c8 aa 65 e1 c2 ec 8c 60 9 c2 98 9c 7d 8 92 55 5c  

5a 0  

0:  The Y value is as follows  

 19 94 8 c7 f4 9a 32 aa b 76 1b f 2a 16 87 3a 41 b9 45 

ae 00:   

Alice is sending the x1.G to BOB  

1: BOB has has received X1.G from Alice  

 1: The received X1.G from Alice is as follows  

 

1:  X part is  

  1f 2 c8 aa 65 e1 c2 ec 8c 60 9 c2 98 9c 7d 8 92 55  

5c 5a 0  

1:  Y part is  

  19 94 8 c7 f4 9a 32 aa b 76 1b f 2a 16 87 3a 41 b9 45 

ae 0  

1:  The Private Key at BOB is    as follows  

 da 52 cd de 6c d5 c5 7f 8b 5c 18 b9 3d 3f 1a 68 b7 2d 1 

7b 01:    

The public key of BOB is  

1:  The x part follows 1:  The 

X value is as follows  

bc 2b a4 2f 43 37 c7 a2 f4 c9 fd 96 41 37 53 8f 7 58 4d 

2f 0  

1:  The Y value is as follows  

 c7 31 e1 f3 90 2 9f 3b 81 61 ae c 22 88 9f 79 fa 82 4b 

f7 0  

1: The X1 is  

 da 52 cd de 6c d5 c5 7f 8b 5c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

1: The X2 is  

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 b9 3d 3f 1a 68 b7 2d 1 7b 0  

1: BOB is sending y1.G to Alice  

0: Alice has received y1.G from BOB  

 0: The received Exchange from verifier is  

 0: The X part is  

  4b 96 db 5a c7 ed a8 df 21 4a 2 a8 fb 5e 75 50 26 23 d 

a6 0 0: The Y part is  

  ae a3 3b 19 4a b7 25 8a 4b ed 51 b8 e4 e6 57 bd 95 55 

52 bd 0  

0:  The x2.G is as follows 0:  

The X value is as follows  

 c0 1b c6 20 53 35 14 b7 b2 25 c 69 1 97 a0 71 56 83 fd 

bf 0  

0:  The Y value is as follows  

 8a 6a 8 7 14 36 55 8b 9f 3b b1 fe be 10 b 65 cf69 97 38 

00:  

 The X part is  
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0: Alice is sending x2.G to Verifier  

1: BOB has received x2.G from Alice  

1:  The Public key of alice generated through adddition is 

1:     

The X part of X1.G is as follows  

91 91 37 16 dc a2 cb dd 47 eb 1f 39 63 95 44 be e5 73 28 

ce 01:    The Y part of X1.G is as follows  

 f6 40 b4 c2 e5 66 ad 2f 27 15 c8 d1 4a a8 b4 27 a4 67 fd 

c5 0  

BOB has authenticated Alice  

1: BOB is sending y2.G to Alice  

0: Alice has recieved y2.G from BOB  

0:  The Public key of BOB generated through  

adddition is 0:    The X part of X1.G  

is as follows  

bc 2b a4 2f 43 37 c7 a2 f4 c9 fd 96 41 37 53 8f 7 58 4d 2f 

0  

0:   The Y part of X1.G is as follows  

c7 31 e1 f3 90 2 9f 3b 81 61 ae c 22 88 9f 79 fa 82 4b f7 

0   

Alice has authenticated BOB  

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  

We know that the low end devices in WSN posses 

controlled resources. The functioning forms a significant 

aspect. Efficiency of the proposed Identity Authentication 

Protocol lies in the operation of scalar multiplication.   

Here together A & B require calculating scalar 

multiplications twice. This consumption becomes 

acceptable for two way authentications. Since elliptical 

curve discrete logarithmic problems can be solved 

therefore the security will always be guaranteed as the 

protocols itself functions on elliptical curve discrete 

logarithms. Also as the numbers in initial steps are 

generated randomly hence it is confirmed that the 

playback attacks will be defended by the protocol.  

Also, the protocol has been memory and time efficient as 

we have calculated the total memory in terms of RAM 

and ROM used and total time taken by the protocol for 

complete dual mode authentication.  

The screenshots below in figure 16 and figure 17 depicts 

the memory consumption and total time taken by the 

protocol.  

  

Figure 13 : Memory Consumption in RAM, ROM   

 

Fig 14: Simulation Time 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

SCOPE  

This paper first introduced the use of ECC in IoT 

networks based on Wireless Sensor Networks. A 

lightweight identity authentication protocol based 

on Tiny ECC has been designed for use.   

The simulation result shows that Elliptical Curve 

Cryptosystems can run on Tiny OS. Its 

distinctiveness is appropriate for limitedly 

resourced mobile devices and low end devices 

such as small embedded devices.   
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The developments of comprehensive ECC 

systems on WSN are accurate. Bilinear maps can 

be build from elliptical curves.   

Our next step will further be researching on 

making use of ECC for enhancing counter attacks 

on this Identity Authentication Protocols in 

Wireless Sensor Networks.  
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